SOUTH KOREA (KOR):
 
972 HLCA Dangjin (KBS) fair audio on brief peaks between 1310-1325 (15 September) listening period with a lady speaking in Korean and brief bits of music, some nice flute type.
 
1566 HLAZ (Cheju Do Isl.) deep QSB in Japanese (on Japan pattern) - brief fade-ups to S4.  A bit of nice Gregorian type singing! Some 1560 XEJPV splash but less than a few days ago.  I put the DX-200 into USB-mode via its BFO and recorded HLAZ’s carrier past their ~1344 UT pattern change - it dropped by about 10dB but still in until tune-out at 1350. At 1346, 1560  KNZR Bakersfield popped up to strong signal atop XEJPV (Cd. Juarez, CHIH) upon day pattern switch just a couple of minutes after 1566 HLAZ’s pattern change.
 
 
NORTH KOREA (KRE):
 
2850 KCBS with talk in Korean and then piano music - quite strong this morning at about 1310 on the Benmar Nav. 555
 
3320 KPBS also quite strong this morning - a tad weaker than 2850, with 5 kHz het from the presumed 3325 VOI open-carrier and no PNG noted - 1315.
 
4450: Jammer mixture including the interesting sounding semi-musical stepped-tone jamming of KOR’s V. of the People very strong at 1340 (near sunrise here).  I tuned them in on my Kenwood R-1000 and recorded this with a wide-filter bandpass - S9+20 peaks on a 15m long end-fed wire (my “quiet wire”).
 
JAPAN: 774 JOUB Akita quite fair audio on peaks and minimal 780 KKOH splash at1325.  Peaking to S4 on my DX-200 with Tecsun AN-200 loop.  I found their xmtr. site  single-mast with a small cap. hat (thanks to a spreadsheet sent to me from Wolfgang in Germany) located about 20 km at about 530 deg. azimuth from central Akita (39-57-02N/ 139-56-10E) on Google Earth next to an agriculture “polder” type area. NO wonder they get out so well - Japan’s #1 MW signal here.
 
Nice to hear quite enhanced MW and low-SW TP conditions this morning!
 
73 - Steve McGreevy - N6NKS
 
R-1000/Benmar Nav. 555A/DX-200
-- 
N6NKS - www.auroralchorus.com
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